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Abstract
The evolution of xylem vessels and dense leaf vein networks in �owering plants enabled unprecedented
increases in plant water transport and rates of CO2 assimilation. We tested the hypothesis that
independent of vein density, higher leaf vein topological e�ciency (VTE), achieved with denser free vein
endings, would reduce the extraxylary pathlength, further bene�tting whole-leaf conductance, while
reducing carbon investment, and releasing space for light capture. Our analysis across 52
phylogenetically diverse angiosperm species demonstrated that for a given vein density, high VTE
conferred by dense free endings can shorten the extraxylary pathlength by up to 11%. Across species,
high VTE was associated with high stomatal conductance, non-vein area fraction for light capture, and
low leaf mass per area. Our �ndings identify leaf vein topological e�ciency as an important measure of
the use of leaf space and biomass, and a key factor in�uencing plant adaptation to historical and future
environmental conditions.

Introduction
In land plants, leaves are the main sites of carbon �xation and biomass production, and these functions
require hundreds of water molecules be transported to the leaf surface to �x a single molecule of CO2.
Yet, the pathlength between the soil and stomata remains a strong hydraulic resistance that must be
overcome to maintain leaf irrigation, transpiration, and photosynthesis 1–3. Thus, natural selection has
favored the evolution of high-capacity transport, including e�cient networks of xylem vessels, which
contribute to organ and whole plant hydraulic conductance, especially in productive habitats 4–6. A
particularly strong bottleneck arises in the very terminus of the hydraulic network, when water exits the
xylem conduits, crosses the bundle sheath cells, and traverses the leaf mesophyll to the sites of
evaporation and photosynthesis 7. This short “extraxylary” pathway – through the root cortex and the leaf
mesophyll – can account for up to 70 to 90 percent of the total plant hydraulic resistance 8–11. In leaves,
shortening this pathway by dense vasculature substantially reduces the leaf hydraulic resistance 12, but
increases the leaf xylem construction cost 13,14. Therefore, natural selection should favor a speci�c
venation design to achieve the highest hydraulic conductance and photosynthesis per unit carbon
invested 1,14,15. As the smallest veins in the leaf—the “minor veins”—constitute the bulk of the vein length,
they should be arranged to minimize the extraxylary pathlength resistance per unit vein length 16. We
aimed to identify vein topology that reduces the extraxylary pathlength and leaf biomass investment,
increases photosynthetic gases uptake e�ciency, and consequently leads to high physiological
performance.

The role of optimizing vein topology may be especially important in species that already evolved high
vein density. During the Cretaceous, the radiation and increasing dominance of angiosperms entailed,
and may have been enabled by, dramatic increases in the length of vein per unit leaf area (hereafter “vein
density”; VD), thus drove increases in hydraulic conductance and allowed high photosynthetic rates 17,18.
However, since ca. 120 Mya the evolution of high VD slowed in most angiosperm lineages, suggesting
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that increasing VD provided diminishing returns in �tness 17, a hypothesis supported by experiments
showing that increases in VD had a saturating effect on hydraulic conductance in arti�cial leaves of a
given thickness 16. Further, a study of phylogenetically and ecologically diverse species found that the
optimal vein density should match the distance between veins with the vertical distance from vein to the
evaporative surface; as such, for a given vein to evaporative distance, further increase in VD, would not
lead to proportional hydraulic e�ciency 18. In addition to providing diminishing returns in bene�ts, a high
VD necessitates additional costs in space and biomass investment: while minor veins contribute less
than 5% of the total leaf biomass 19, and do not meaningfully contribute to the leaf mass per area (LMA)
20, the metabolic and construction costs of their thick-walled conduits and associated bundle sheaths
may be substantial 14. Further, high vein density involves the displacement of photosynthetic tissues 21.

Yet, independent of VD, shifts in vein topology may shorten the extraxylary pathlength distance and
thereby confer a higher transport e�ciency contributing to gas exchange capacity and productivity. Such
a bene�t for characterizing vein topology would be in addition to those previously associated vein
“loopiness”, i.e., the amount of connectivity per leaf area, focused on its bene�ts for redundancy of the
network architecture, and potential for contributing tolerance against drought or freezing-induced xylem
embolism, mechanical damage or herbivory 12,22.

Notably, previous studies quantifying vein topology have focused on geometric parameters that did not
completely isolate vein topological e�ciency from VD 12,23,24. We developed an approach to disentangle
vein topology from VD by quantifying the relative bene�t (extraxylary pathlength shortening) independent
of vein length and projected area. We tested the hypothesis that angiosperms gradually acquired
optimized vein topology, which also entails a greater space allocation to photosynthetic mesophyll, and
enables greater stomatal conductance and photosynthetic rate, and less expensive leaves.

Results

Contribution of free-ending veinlets and vein topological
e�ciency to stomatal conductance
Vein topological e�ciency (VTE), i.e., the vein-to-abaxial epidermis distance for actual leaves relative to
modeled leaves (gridded vein systems) of the same vein density (VD), varied from − 1.2% ± 0.3 (high
loopiness) to 11.0% ± 1.2 (more free ending veins) (Fig. 1). VTE was independent of vein density (Figure
S1), but exhibited modest to strong association with FEV density metrics, such that high VTE was largely
driven by high FEV relative length (Fig. 2a, Figure S2, Figure S3). Additionally, species with high VTE
possessed narrow minor vein diameter (Fig. 2b) and the vein topology-driven extraxylary pathlength
reduction correlated with high stomatal conductance (Fig. 3a). A VTE of 11% was associated with 38-fold
higher Gsmax (1.30 mol·m− 1·s− 1) than VTE of 0%. In addition to the link between VTE and extraxylary
pathlength, the SEM distinguished two other potential links between VTE andGsmax; either via LMA or nVF
(Fig. 4), which were negatively or positively associated with Gsmax, respectively (Figure S4).
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In�uence of VTE on biomass investment and leaf photosynthetic area

High VTE was also associated with low biomass investment on leaf and low space allocation to veins.
VTE correlated positively with the nVF and negatively with leaf mass per area; a VTE of 11% was
associated with 32% higher non-vein area fraction (a relative increase of 57%, Fig. 3b) and 140 g m− 2

lower LMA (a relative decrease of 85%, Fig. 3c, Figure S5) compared to VTE of 0%. The series of vein
models with increasing FEV relative length demonstrated that the contribution of FEVs alone would not
explain the observed gain in nVF with increasing VTE (Fig. 3b,d), unless the negative correlation between
minor vein diameter and VTE was added to the model (Fig. 3b,e). Minor vein diameter reduction with
increasing VTE resulted in similar slope between the modelled and the observed nVF, with approximately
10% nVF remaining unexplained.

Vein topological e�ciency and safety trade-off
However, VTE was strongly correlated with vein geometrical metrics that mainly characterize vein
redundancy: high VTE was associated with low vein loopiness, meshedness, areole circularity and high
areole elongation ratio (Fig. 5). VTE was negatively correlated with leaf capacitance (C1) for the pooled
data from the two sites, and independent of turgor loss point (TLP) (Figure S6).

Discussion
We demonstrated that across diverse species, abundant free-ending veinlets increased vein topological
e�ciency. Then, independent of vein density, high vein topological e�ciency was associated with short
extraxylary pathlength between the xylem and the leaf surface, enabling high maximal stomatal
conductance, large mesophyll volume, and low carbon investment in leaf construction.

For a given vein density, an e�cient vein topology signi�cantly shortened the diagonal distance between
the vein and the abaxial leaf surface. VTE was independent of vein density, and unlike vein density
showed no signi�cant phylogenetic signal, suggesting that the optimization of vein topology is labile and
responsive to selection pressure during the angiosperm radiation, i.e., within and across basally and
recently derived clades. For a given vein density, leaves may shorten the extraxylary pathway by
constructing highly rami�ed venation and developing more free-end veinlets (FEVs). The additional
bene�t of a high FEVs in conferring a high VTE beyond a high vein density extends the previous work on
the importance of FEVs as a contributor to vein density 23. Further, the role of vein topology in hydraulic
�ow extends its previously described importance in providing vein redundancy to confer hydraulic safety
to disruption by damage or herbivory 25,26.

Our �ndings demonstrate that optimized vein topology similarly to high vein density can shorten the
distance for water transport from xylem to the sites of evaporation, thus lowering the resistance to water
transport across the mesophyll, and potentially increasing whole-leaf gas exchange. Across species, a
high VTE in addition to a high VD was associated with high Gsmax. Notably, while several studies have
reported signi�cant correlations between vein density, stomatal conductance and light saturated
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photosynthetic rate across diverse species 27–30, while other studies have reported either weak or no
correlation between these traits 31–33. This implies the potential for decoupling between vein density and
gas exchange, especially when considering species adapted across aridity gradients 34. The plants in arid
habitats are likely to exhibit contrasting soil-to-stomata pressure gradients (e.g., atmospheric vs soil
aridity) as well as different stomatal responses to leaf water potential and vapor pressure de�cit 35,36. For
plants considered in a given environment, the coordination between water supply (conductance) and
demand (transpiration) is expected to maximize photosynthetic gas exchange, hence, the coordination
between vein topology and stomatal conductance 30.

Our �ndings suggest that a major bene�t of increasing VTE is the resulting increase of lamina area for
photosynthetic light capture. The areole outside the veins has a dense and thick layer of palisade
mesophyll tissue, where the vast majority of light capture and photosynthesis in eudicot leaves takes
place 37, whereas the areas directly above the veins contain only a thin (or no) mesophyll layer and a few
(or no) stomata. Compared to species with low VTE, species with high VTE had greater areole area
fraction. However, FEVs alone did not su�ce to explain the gain in nVF to the extent suggested by the
correlation analyses, rather the negative scaling between minor vein diameter and VTE explained a large
percentage of the nVF gain. Thus, the gain in nVF with increasing vein topological e�ciency was largely
driven by high VTE in species having thin minor veins. All else being equal, a high non-vein area fraction
would contribute to a high photosynthetic rate and stomatal conductance per unit leaf area.

We demonstrated that high VTE was associated with low LMA. This �nding suggests a co-selection of
traits that would contribute to rapid gas exchange per leaf mass, i.e., high VTE and low LMA. Notably,
increasing investment in VD or FEVs would not in�uence LMA; VD was statistically and mechanistically
independent of LMA across over 350 angiosperm species 20, and this is consistent with the minor veins
contributing only ca. 5% of the total leaf mass 19. By contrast, several studies have reported signi�cant
correlations between LMA and other leaf traits, such as leaf and palisade mesophyll thickness 38,39, and
John et al. (2017) identi�ed the leaf thickness and tissue density (thick cell walls) as the strongest driver
of LMA, and both can increase the resistance to gas diffusion across mesophyll, limiting carbon uptake
and assimilation.

Our analysis of model vein systems with increasing VTE showed that high VTE was associated with low
loopiness and meshedness, metrics proposed by Price & Weitz (2014), or high loop elongation and low
loop circularity proposed by Blonder et al (2018). Functionally, “loopy” vein systems allow for alternate
water transport pathways (hydraulic “redundancy”) in case of embolism or damage to part of the vein
network 12,22. Conversely, excessive development of FEVs – low redundancy – may weaken resistance of
the leaf to hydraulic failure, mechanical damage (force to punch) and herbivory (tannins) 24–26. Our
�nding that increasing VTE would increase hydraulic delivery from veins to epidermis suggests the
possibility of a trade-off in vein topology with respect to its contributions to e�ciency and safety. Yet, the
link between VTE and leaf hydraulic safety is still controversial. In fact, low VTE (high redundancy)
species were associated with large-diameter minor veins, which may host conduits with large diameter
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that are more sensitive to implosion than narrow conduits 40, disrupting water conduction before
embolism 41. Plants with low VTE may compensate the vulnerability of large minor veins with high
redundancy, leading to even high carbon investment in leaf veins. Further, VTE was weakly associated or
independent of TLP which quantify the sensitivity of mesophyll cells during desiccation 42. Thus, the
relationship between leaf hydraulic safety and vein topology is likely variable, depending on the in�uence
of many other leaf structural and water relation traits.

From the perspective of leaf construction, the correspondence of high VTE with low LMA is consistent
with rapid resource acquisition, hence high Gsmax, while the correspondence of low VTE with high LMA
and high area-based capacitance would reinforce stress tolerance. High capacitance serves the maintain
the leaf water potential at mild value and has been marginally associated with low leaf conductance 43.
In addition, leaves with high LMA and low Gsmax are commonly interpreted as “tough” (thick and/or
dense) leaves conferring long leaf lifespan, but also slow leaf-mass-based rates of photosynthesis,
whereas high Gsmax is generally aligned with fast leaf-area-based rates of water transport and

photosynthesis 44,45. Vein topological e�ciency would thus contribute to the set of traits that are related
to area-based and mass-based rates of gas exchange, and thus potentially plant productivity.

Overall, the contribution of vein topology to gas exchange rates (via Gsmax) would arise from multiple
pathways including water �ow pathways, leaf carbon economics, and spatial allocation of the mesophyll.

Conclusion
We developed a novel approach to quantify the effect of leaf vein topology for water transport outside the
xylem, and its association with key structural and physiological features of angiosperm species of both
basal and more recent divergences. The methods require only a basic light microscope and camera. Vein
topology varied across species, with abundant free-ending veinlets leading to high vein topology
e�ciency, and the latter being associated with high maximal stomatal conductance, large leaf volume
available for photosynthetic tissues, and low LMA. The shortening of the extraxylary pathlength through
optimization of vein topology could result in increased hydraulic e�ciency and photosynthesis relative to
leaf construction cost, evolving repeatedly and probably contributing to the success of angiosperms in
competitive habitats.

Online Methods

Study site and species
We selected 52 phylogenetically and ecologically diverse angiosperm species varying strongly in leaf
venation architecture and vein density (VD; Table S1, Figure S7). All the 52 species are hypostomatic. To
ensure a wide range of VD, and to test evolutionary shifts in vein topology, we sampled two groups of
species: a �rst set from basally divergent groups occurring in a moist tropical forest, which was expected
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to have low VD 17,46, and a second set from more derived groups native to a water-limited karst habitat,
expected to have high VD 34. Thus, we sampled thirty magnoliid species (23 trees, �ve lianas and two
herbs), including a “living fossil” angiosperm tree, Takhtajania perrieri 47, from the tropical montane forest
of Anjanaharibe-Sud Natural Reserve in the Sava Region of Madagascar (14°44'29"S, 49°29'50"E), and 22
tree species from a subtropical evergreen-deciduous mixed karst forest in China (25°9’9”N, 108°2’23”E).
The tropical montane forest grows between 875 m and 1950 m elevation, experiences mean monthly
temperatures varying from 8.6 to 25.7°C, and receives 2000 to 3600 mm of annual precipitation 48,49. The
subtropical forest grows between 410 m and 640 m elevation on rocky karst hills with a mean annual
precipitation of 1529 mm and a mean annual temperature of 19.3°C. The sampling and on-site
measurements were undertaken from November 2017 to January 2018 in the Malagasy site and July to
August 2019 for the Chinese site, coinciding with the growing season at each study site.

Branch and leaf sampling
Leaf samples were obtained from a one-meter-long branch which was cut from the upper sun-exposed
canopy for each of �ve to six individuals per species before 9 am. These branch samples were double-
wrapped in plastic bags and transported to an on-site laboratory, re-cut underwater and rehydrated for 2–
4 hours covered with plastic bags.

Imaging and measurement of leaf venation, stomatal traits
and cross-sectional anatomy
The fresh leaf area of three fully developed leaves per individual was measured using a calibrated digital
camera (Olympus E-PM2, China) for the Malagasy samples and a leaf area meter (LI-COR Li 3000C, USA)
for the Chinese samples. These leaves were preserved in Formalin – Alcohol – Acetic acid �xation
solution (10: 50: 5: distilled water 35) 50, and transported to the nearest research facility (University of
Antananarivo, Madagascar for the tropical site, and Guangxi University, China for subtropical site). Minor
vein density was measured from a 0.25 cm2 section cut centrally in the leaf, avoiding major veins, which
was digested in a 0.7% NaOH aqueous solution at 70°C until it became transparent 51, and when
necessary, bleached, stained with a drop of 0.5% safranin for 5 min, washed with distilled water, and
mounted on a microscope slide. Four images per leaf of approximately 1 mm² were taken at a resolution
of 1.8 pixels·µm− 1 (Leitz Orthoplan, Wetzlar, Germany) for the tropical site, and at 3.3 pixels·µm− 1 (DM
3000 LED Wetzlar, Germany) for subtropical site, respectively. The calibration of both microscopes was
veri�ed using the same micrometer slide. Minor vein length, areole contours and length of free-ending
veinlets (FEV) were manually drawn and measured using ImageJ (1.52p, National Institutes of Health,
USA) 52. The minor vein density (VD) and non-vein fraction (nVF) were calculated by dividing the vein
length and non-vein area (areole area) respectively by the area of the �eld of view. FEV relative length was
calculated by dividing FEV length by the total minor vein length.

For the measurement of stomatal traits, small paradermal sections of epidermis were prepared by hand,
bleached, washed with distilled water, mounted on slides with glycerol, photographed with a digital
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microscope (Tropical site; Subtropical site: DM 3000 LED Wetzlar, Germany), and measured for stomatal
density (SD) and dimensions, that are, length (L), width (W), and pore length (p).

For the measurement of cross-sectional anatomy, transverse cross-sections were prepared by hand,
double-stained with Safranin-Alcian blue, and imaged for measurement of leaf thickness, mesophyll
thickness, the vertical distance between the minor vein and abaxial epidermis, and stomatal depth. Three
images per leaf were taken using a 10× or 20× objective (C-mount 0.55x, respectively 3.3 and 6.6
pixels·µm− 1), depending on the leaf thickness, and, for three stomata, using a 100× objective (33.5
pixels·µm− 1) to measure the stomatal depth. The theoretical maximum stomatal conductance was
calculated following Sack & Buckley (2016):

where, b and m are biophysical and morphological constants, respectively, and d and s represent
stomatal density and stomatal size. b , where D is the diffusivity of water in the air and v is the

molar air volume. , where c = the pore length to stomatal length ratio (p/L), j = the

stomatal width to stomatal length ratio (W/L), h = the pore depth to stomatal width ratio (l/W).

Vein topological e�ciency
Our approach to quantify vein topology e�ciency (VTE) based on combining information of vein density
with anatomical measurements of leaf cross-section images is illustrated in Fig. 6. For each leaf vein
image, the edges around leaf veins were traced manually using a modi�ed ImageJ polygon tool equipped
with a drawing pad (Bosto 16 HDK, China), and the traced image was converted into a black (vein) and
white (non-vein lamina) raster, from which the vein area was measured – hereafter referred to as the “real
leaf” image. Total vein length was measured manually using a modi�ed ImageJ polyline tool. Keeping
the vein length and non-vein area fraction (nVF), the “real leaf” image was recon�gured into a simple
square mosaic vein distribution image (hereafter “modeled leaf” image) with the exact same vein area
fraction and vein length as the real leaf image.

To build the modelled leaf, we estimated the length of each grid segment (i.e., vein segment) (S) and the
thickness of each grid segment (i.e., vein diameter) (Fig. 6-1B). Given that the vein density is the vein
length per unit leaf area, the �rst step was to identify the leaf area associated with each grid segment (the
area delimited by the broken green lines in Fig. 6-1B). Geometrically, this area represents half of whole
areole. Therefore, S of the model can be calculated from VD of the real leaf using the Eq. (2):

 , so,  (2)

Once the one-pixel thick grid was created, the n closest pixels were assigned as veins, where n is the
number of vein pixels in the real leaf image. The thickness (T) of the vein on the model can also be
calculated by solving the second-degree Eq. (2), the geometrical principle of this equation is detailed in

Gsmax = bmds0.5 (1)

= D
v

m = πc2

j0.5(4hj+πc)

VD = = 2 × S−12S

S2
S = 2 × VD−1
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Supporting Information Note S1. The pixels representing veins were determined as being within a
distance T/2 from the nearest vein center.

 (3), thus, , the other solution of the equation is unrealistic.

For both real and modeled images, the distance of each areole pixel to the nearest vein was computed
using the distance function from the raster R-package 53. Then, a buffer zone of 250 pixels from the edge
of each image was deleted to remove the edge artifact. Indeed, areole pixels close to the edge were often
farther from the nearest vein than they are in reality. The vein-to-lower epidermis distance was extracted
from the cross-section image of the corresponding leaf, and the hypotenuse of the horizontal distance
from the raster and the vein-to-epidermis distance from the leaf cross-section was calculated. To avoid
the effect of outlier regions, we calculated the 95% quantile of the hypotenuse length (VS95) for each
image. The difference between VS95 calculated from the model-vein and its corresponding real-vein
image divided by the VS95 of the real-vein image represents the in�uence of the native vein topology on
the extraxylary pathlength, and is thus referred to as the vein topological e�ciency (VTE; %). A positive
VTE indicates that the arrangement of veins shortens the linear hydraulic pathlength through the
mesophyll. Notably, this theoretical linear hydraulic pathlength is a proxy corresponding to the paths of
the bulk �ow of liquid water through and around mesophyll cells and diffusion of vapor in the airspaces
7. We assumed the pathlength from vein to epidermis a proxy for �ow to the stomata after Brodribb et al.
(2007)Brodribb et al. (2007), without accounting for variation in stomatal density. We suggest that this
assumption is justi�ed given the typical correlation between stomatal density and vein density, as well as
the conservation of stomatal arrangements in areoles 23.

Pressure-volume parameters
Two to four fully grown leaves were chosen from each individual and dehydrated on the bench while their
leaf mass (10− 3g or 10− 4g digital balance; MT203T and MT204T, Shanghai, China) and water potential
(Ψleaf) (Scholander pressure chamber; PMS 1505 D-EXP, Corvallis, OR, USA) were repetitively measured.
Successive measurements were separated by a lag of 5 to 30 minutes to allow the leaves to dehydrate.
Pressure-volume curves were constructed by plotting the reciprocal pressure (1/Ψleaf) against one minus
relative water content (1 − RWC), where RWC was calculated as (fresh mass - oven-dry mass)/(saturated
water mass - oven-dry mass) (Schulte & Hinckley 1985). Fresh leaf area of the species from the tropical
and subtropical site was measured using a calibrated digital camera (Olympus E-PM2, China) and a leaf
area meter (LI-COR Li 3000C, USA), respectively. Leaf mass was then determined by oven-drying the
leaves at 70°C for at least 72 hours 51. RWC-Ψleaf data were �tted with an exponential function after

Schulte & Hinckley (1985) using the nls function in the base R-package 54. The turgor loss point (TLP) is
the water potential at the intersection between the non-linear and the non-linear portion of the curve (1/
Ψleaf) = f(1 − RWC). The hydraulic capacitance C1 (mol·MPa− 1·m− 2) was calculated following Blackman &
Brodribb, (2011)Blackman & Brodribb, (2011):

( )
2

− 2 + Vf = 0T

S

T

S
= 1 − √1 − Vf

T

S
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4

Where, (  (MPa− 1) was calculated from the slope of the initial non-linear portion of the pressure-

volume curve, SWM (g) is the absolute saturated water mass, LA (m²) is the fresh leaf area and M (g.mol− 

1) is the water molar mass.

Testing the mechanism underlying VTE and non-vein fraction

To clarify the mechanistic association between VTE and non-vein fraction, we tested two hypotheses:

1. All else being equal, gain in non-vein area is due to the absence of a connection between FEV tips
and the vein at its opposite side. We selected a leaf model with maximum redundancy and created a
series of models with increasing number of FEV, from 1 to 13 FEV, as higher numbers of FEVs
resulted in VTE > 11% which exceeded the range of the observed VTE. VTE and non-vein fraction of
each model was calculated and plotted against empirical values.

2. The gain in non-vein area is related to thinner veins along with increasing numbers of FEV. A series
of models with increasing number of FEV was created as above and the VTE of each element was
calculated. For each element of the series, the thickness of the vein was set based on the empirical
correlation between VTE and vein diameter. Then, their VTE and non-vein fraction was plotted
against empirical values.

This series of modelled leaves were also used for analyzing the correlation between VTE and other leaf
vein topological metrics in the published literature: the areole elongation rate and circularity using the
LeafVeinCNN program 26,56 and the vein loopiness (mm− 1) and meshedness (unitless) was calculated
using LeafGUI program 25,57.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using R 3.5.3 54. The leaves of two species from Peperomia genus
were highly succulent, they were ouliers with extremely low vein density and long VS95 distance, and they
were excluded from all correlation analyses. Correlations were �tted using the sma function from smatr
package 58, and structural equation model (SEM) analyses were performed using the lavaan package 59.
Different hypothetical SEM models were �t and compared to evaluate the importance, placement, and
effect size of different paths linking FEV properties, VTE and stomatal conductance. Key paths that were
tested included direct linkage between vascular traits and LMA and/or stomatal conductance (e.g., VTE ◊
GSmax), indirect linkage between vascular traits and stomatal conductance via biomass economics (e.g.,
VTE ◊ LMA ◊ GSmax), as well as indirect linkage via pressure-volume parameters. Model �tting was
simpli�ed by manual step-wise path deletion beginning from the weakest path. At each step, the root
mean square error of approximation (RMSEa) and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) were recorded.

C1 = ×
ΔRWC

ΔWP

SWM

LA × M

)ΔRWC

ΔcΨleaf
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The most parsimonious model (lowest RMSEa and AIC values) was selected. Phylogenetic information
for the studied species was extracted from the GBOTB.extended database using the v.Phylomaker R-
package 60, Blomberg’s K phylogenetic signal and phylogenetic ANOVA for cross-habitat comparison
were calculated using the phytools package 61. Phylogenetic independent contrasts were calculated
using the ape package 62. Data were log transformed to normalize the distribution of residuals when
required. The customizations made to the polygon and polyline tools in ImageJ, and all R-code, are
available from the �rst author upon request.
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Figures

Figure 1

Micrographs showing leaf veins for the species with the lowest and highest vein topological e�ciency
(VTE), which had similar vein density. 
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Figure 2

Contribution of free end veinlets (FEV) to vein topological e�ciency (VTE), and correlation between vein
topological e�ciency (VTE) and average minor vein diameter. Open circles and dashed lines denote
species from the tropical site (Tr), and �lled circles and dotted line denote species from the subtropical
site (St). Data are mean values and error bars are standard errors. The signi�cance of each correlation is
represented by: ***: p<0.001, **: 0.001<p<0.01, *:0.01<p<0.05 and “ns” for non-signi�cant correlations.
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Figure 3

Associations of vein topological e�ciency (VTE) with (a) the theoretical maximum stomatal conductance
(Gsmax), (b) non-vein area fraction, and (c) leaf mass per area (LMA). (d) and (e) illustrate samples of a
series of model with increasing free-ending veinlet (FEV       density - increasing VTE – with constant and
decreasing minor vein diameter (Vth), respectively. In the panel (b), obs (black) is the measured non-vein
fraction, the red dashed line labelled “FEV” is nVF calculated from the area that was supposed to link the
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tip of the FEVs and the vein at its opposite side, the blue dotted line labelled “FEV+ Vth” is nVF increase
driven by the correlation between VTE and minor vein diameter. The open circles are the species from the
tropical site (Tr) and the �lled points are the subtropical site (St). Data are mean values and error bars are
the standard errors. The signi�cance of each correlation is represented by: ***: p<0.001, *:0.01<p<0.05
and “ns” for non-signi�cant correlations.

Figure 4

Structural equation model linking free-end veinlet relative length (FEV), vein topological e�ciency (VTE)
and stomatal conductance (Gsmax) via space (non-vein fraction nVF) and biomass economics (LMA).
Labeled connections represent standardized slope coe�cients.
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Figure 5

Correlations between vein topological e�ciency (VTE) and other metrics of vein topology across model
leaves with increasing free-end veinlet numbers. These metrics include the areole elongation rate and
circularity, reported by Blonder et al. (2020) and vein loopiness and meshedness, reported by Price &
Weitz (2014). The signi�cance of each correlation is represented by: ***: p<0.001, **: 0.001<p<0.01.
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Figure 6

Measurements of venation characteristics and calculation of the vein topological e�ciency (VTE).
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